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Lesson 85

Using the Hyphen, Dash, and Parentheses

Use a hyphen to show the division of a word at the end of a line. Always divide
the word between its syllables.

Robert is eagerly looking forward to the day when he can buy a com-
puter.

Use a hyphen in compound numbers and in certain compound nouns.

sixty-four birds twenty-one points sister-in-law great-grandmother

Use a hyphen in a fraction that is used as a modifier. Do not use a hyphen in a
fraction used as a noun.

The gymnasium was only one-half full for the first game. (modifier)
Almost one third of all cars in the parking lot were red. (noun)

Hyphenate a compound modifier only when it precedes the word it modifies.

That’s a well-done hamburger! Melanie likes her hamburgers well done.

Use a hyphen after the prefixes all-, ex-, and self-. Use a hyphen to separate any
prefix from a word that begins with a capital letter.

all-district ex-governor self-conscious mid-Atlantic

Use a dash or dashes to show a sudden break or change in thought or speech.

Martin’s dog Waldo—he’s normally very well behaved—jumped on the table.

Use parentheses to set off material that is not part of the main statement but is,
nevertheless, important to include.

The container held one liter (1.0567 quarts) of juice.

! Exercise 1  Add hyphens where necessary. If the word or phrase is correct as written,
write C in the blank.

great-grandfather

1. eighty-eight

2. three-fifths majority

C 3. noncritical issue

4. self-cleaning oven

C 5. dog is poorly behaved

6. ex-teacher

C 7. one half of the students

8. fifty-four
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9. all-American city

C 10. a well-played game

11. pre-Depression cabin

C 12. postwar

13. all-wood construction

C 14. seventeen

15. self-confidence

C 16. paper is well written

17. two-thirds empty

18. post-Renaissance period

C 19. ex-astronaut

20. mid-Pacific island

! Exercise 2  Complete each sentence by adding hyphens, dashes, or parentheses where
necessary. Use the delete symbol (    ) to eliminate those used incorrectly. If the sentence
is correct as written, write C in the blank.

Since pre-Colonial times, the black walnut tree has been prized.

1. Many people have tasted the delicious nut(actually a seed)that comes from this

important forest tree.

2. The husk’s peppery aroma(caused by oils in the husk)is quite strong.

C 3. The husk is, of course, removed—who would want to eat such an odd-tasting

thing?—before the nut is shelled and eaten.

4. You have to be quick if you want to gather walnuts to eat; many animals(squirrels,

chipmunks, and other wildlife)love walnuts!

5. It is work to gather, husk, and shell walnuts—that’s why most people buy them

already shelled or at least husked at the grocery store.

C 6. Some other plants (tomato plants and apple trees, for example) will not grow

near a black walnut.

7. The tree gives off a poison(not harmful to people)that kills the roots of certain

plants.

8. In pre-Revolutionary days, Americans had many different uses for the black

walnut.

9. They made a blackish-green dye from the husks.

10. A pioneer’s most important possession may very well have been his mus-

ket, and the most prized wood for the gun stock was black walnut.
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